GUARD
When people are working
at height, it is good to know
they are being looked after
by experts with a wealth of
specialist knowledge and
practical experience. Fall Angel
have taken their expertise in the
supply, installation and testing
of Fall Protection Systems and
equipment to new heights, so
however high you need to go,
you will be in safe hands.

Fall Angel
Protection Systems
Unit C3 & C4
Ryelands Business Centre
Ryelands Lane
Elmley Lovett
Worcestershire
WR9 0PT

t: 01299 253528
f: 01299 250156
e: mail@fallangel.co.uk
www.fallangel.co.uk

A fall protection system from

Reaching new heights in
Fall Protection Solutions.
About

How high is too high? For us,
raising the levels of safety and
protection offered to those working
at height knows no limits.
We haven’t just watched our industry
evolve; we’ve been at the heart of
those developments. We are
already experts in the supply,
installation and testing of Fall
Protection Solutions that meet any
working-at-height challenge.

So we set ourselves a new
challenge: to design and
manufacture our own long-lasting,
flexible, re-usable, cost-effective
Fall Arrest and Fall Restraint
Systems. One that meets your
needs today yet is ready for the
regulatory changes and architectural
innovations tomorrow will bring.

Fall Angel is a business that
combines hands-on, practical
experience of working at height with
an expert knowledge and insight of
your long-term goals and needs.
We are one of the few companies
able to offer a complete range of
Fall Protection solutions from a
single source. We are experts in
Personal Protective Equipment for
use with Fall Arrest Systems and
we are proud to introduce our new
and unique roof railing systems GUARDAngel to you.

Our Heritage
Fall Angel, the Fall Protection
Specialist found immediate success
as a small professional company
serving main contractors, architects
and private building landlords.
Year on year growth saw the client
portfolio expand to include the
Building and Construction sectors
and develop its expertise from a
focus on installation, testing and
maintenance of systems to become
a major provider of all types of Fall
Protection and Personal Protective
Equipment to all industries with
height safety objectives.
Today Fall Angel continues to
expand upon its position as an
industry-leader and it is on this solid
foundation that Fall Angel is built.
Utilising a combined 50 years of
knowledge, experience, insight
and innovation, Fall Angel has a
clear commitment to develop the
pioneering Fall Protection products
that will meet the evolving needs
of every sector.
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> Working at Height Regulations (WAHR)
If you are responsible for a person
working at height, such as a building
owner, Health and Safety Manager,
Facilities Manager, Contractor or
similar, you have a number of key
responsibilities to your employees:

> Avoiding working at height,
by doing work at ground level
or using the right tools.
> Preventing needless risks being
taken, by always ensuring that
projects are carried out in stable,
safe worksites.

> Minimising consequences,
through specialist equipment
like fall-protection systems.

However, sometimes your employees
need to work in potentially hazardous
environments. For those times, we
can supply you with a robust and
reliable solution:

GUARD
Roof Railing System

> About GUARDAngel
> Permanent or Portable!
The GUARDAngel can remain as a
permanent fixture but also due to
its lightweight design, can be easily
dismantled and transported to a new
location as required. Once at your
new destination, reinstalling it is a
swift and straightforward process
allowing you to establish a safe work
environment as soon as possible.
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The perfect product for a variety
of work environments, GUARDAngel
does not compromise in quality
or functionality - allowing you to
offer your staff the best possible
work environment.
Its pre-galvanised material will
prevent weathering, which extends
the life cycle of the product whilst
also being aesthetically pleasing.
Its sturdy counterweights, made
from recycled plastic, keep the
rails firmly in place and prevent the
need for invasive fixing methods.

> GUARDAngel - Working at Height / About GUARDAngel

But don’t just take our word for it:
GAURDAngel meets high quality
standards from a range of
accredited institutions.
It has been tested by SATRA
to the standards
BS EN 13374:2013 and
BS EN 150 14122-3; 2001,
laid down by the British
Standards Institution...
ensuring you receive a quality
product that delivers outstanding
service, each and every time.

for more information telephone 01299 253528 or visit our website...

“According to the Working at Height
Regulations, falls from height are one
of the biggest causes of workplace
fatalities and major injuries.”
www.fallangel.co.uk

Working at Height / About GUARDAngel
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>

Fixed Base Versatile fixings allow secure fitting to any type of roof for permanent fixture.

>04
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>10

> 08 Vertical bars simply bolt to the feet

> 09 Easily insert rails into the vertical bar
> 10 Secure fastenings with allen bolts
> 11 End situation with ‘U’ rail

> 12 Corner situation with ‘L’ rail

>

Rail Assembly Easy to assemble, with a wide range of fittings to cater for more complex requirements.

>07

> 01 Fixing plates can be riveted to the
majority of metal profiled roofs
> 02 No compromise of roof integrity

> 03 Weather resistant galvanised fittings
> 04 Freestanding foot, manufactred
using recycled material

> 05 End support leg allows two 		
counterweights for added stability
> 06 Freestanding system in situ
> 07 Simple and quick to build

Freestanding Counterweights are used to provide a stable, solid and safe solution that is also portable.

>

The System
GUARDAngel is highly versatile and
can be fitted to almost any roof that
a worker can access. The flexibility
of the design means that it can also
cope with changes in levels such
as those caused by ductwork and
cable trays.
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> GUARDAngel - The System

> High quality construction
> Lightweight yet sturdy construction
> Pre-galvanised for added protection & increased life
expectancy over other systems
> Long spans between vertical supports
> Rapid installation
> Flexible enough to be used on most roof types
> Uses recycled materials in counterweights
> Aesthetically pleasing with a smooth, streamlined finish
> SATRA tested to EN13374 & EN 14122-3 standard

It’s completely freestanding and has
a range of fixed bases, which are
available in both standard inclined
and collapsible versions, so you can
rest assured GUARDAngel provides
comprehensive protection for you and
your workers, time after time.

for more information telephone 01299 253528 or visit our website...

www.fallangel.co.uk

> The System
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